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ART. XIII.—Recent Roman finds at Carlisle. By R. S. 
FERGUSON, F.S.A. 

Read at Caldbeck, August 22nd, 1883. 

DURING the spring of this year the ancient hostelry 
known as the White Swan, and situate in English 

Street, Carlisle, was demolished; considerable excavations 
were made in its site for the foundations and cellars of 
new buildings, These excavations I watched with interest; 
the White Swan stood between two buildings, whose sites 
had yielded up great amount of Roman remains ; imme-
diately to the north is the office of the Carlisle Journal, in 
whose foundations were discovered the slab which mentions 
the Ala Petriana, [No. 498, in the Lap : Sep:] and the 
consortibus Herculis slab [No. 488, Ib.] ; to the south are 
Blair's buildings, where were found an inscribed altar 
[No. 489. Ib.] and a stone on which 

MATRIB. PARC. PROSALVT 
SANCTIAE- GEMINAE 

About ten feet of made earth was dug through before 
the virgin soil was reached, and a vast quantity of bones 
was disinterred and carted away. I submitted samples 
to a veterinary surgeon, who decided that they belonged to 
ordinary domestic animals, the ox, sheep, and boar. These 
were found in soil mixed with fragments of Roman pottery. 
I have no doubt that coins were found, but these it is 
difficult to get hold of and only one came to my hands, 
one of Faustina, found where a cart load of soil from 
the White Swan has been emptied at the new Grammar 
School buildings. Some querns were also found, and a 
stone on which were the Deæ Matres. At first I imagined 
it belonged to the inscription found in the foundations of 
Blair's buildings, but it turned out to be too small. 
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The goddesses are represented seated ; the costume 
of the one on the sinister side is much more elaborately 
worked than those of her two companions. Each holds 
on her lap, with her left hand, a vase of flowers, or fruit. 
What the object may be that each of the end figures holds 
in her right hand, pointing over her shoulder, it is hard to 
say—a palm branch, possibly, or in one case a large knife. 
The centre figure seems to hold a wreath in her right 
hand. 

A most beautiful little bronze lamp was also found, it is 
just two and three-quarters inches in length, and only 
weighs three ounces. It represents the head of Hercules in 
the skin of the Nemean lion ; the face of the hero is on the 

top of the lamp, while the lion's mask forms the butt end, 
opposite to the end, where is the hole for the wick. 
From the butt end a handle, now broken, has projected. 
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The lamp is much broken and corroded, and it is difficult 
to see where the air hole can have been. 

Mr. Syer Cuming [British Archæological Journal, vol. 
3o, p. 8o], says : 

"So seldom do Roman lucernae of bronze occur in this country that 
their discovery should be carefully registered, and full and accurate 

description 
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description given of their forms, &c., that examples from different 
localities may be compared with a view if possible of ascertaining 
their place of fabric, and settling the question whether they be of 
home or foreign origin." 

This gem is the property of Mr. Fisher, of Bank Street, 
who exhibits it to-night. An engraving of it is given on 
page 115, and also one on page 116, of the beautiful and 
spirited Roman bronze, found in Carlisle in 1877. An 
account of it, by Mr. Cory, is in these Transactions, vol. 
III, p. 141. The following account is from the proceedings 
Soc. of Antiq. 2nd series, vol. VII, p. 356. 

" A curious bronze object, belonging to Mr. Court of Carlisle, and 
found in Bank Street, where the second (Roman or pr-Roman) 
stockade was found, near the east curtain wall of Carlisle. Extreme 
breadth 5  inches; height, inclusive of the dowel at the bottom, 7  
inches, exclusive of the dowel, 6, ,A inches. 	On one side is a griffin 
with wings extended, its paws stretched out, its ears like bat's ears 
erect, and its mane or crest running up, and forming the mid rib of 
an acanthus leaf. On the back is a dolphin, whose curved body forms 
a loop large enough to admit a forefinger to hold the object. Above 
this dolphin's tail is a socket for some unknown purpose; at the 
bottom is a square dowel, as if for inserting in a stand. It is difficult 
to conjecture for what this object was intended. 
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